The World's Largest Word Search Puzzle Book: 1,000 Puzzles (Vol. 1)
NEW & UPDATED VERSION AVAILABLE AS OF 8/6/2016: We’ve heard your concerns and listened to your feedback and made our best-ever product yet. We guarantee you and your loved ones will love it! "The book is something I've never seen before - I love it" -Walter S. "My mom loved this book!" -Nancy G. "Absolutely love the book of word searches, it’s perfect for when I'm relaxing." -Amanda

This word search puzzle book is packed with the following features:

- 1,000 Puzzles
- All Solutions
- How-to-play instructions

Are you a compulsive word search puzzle player? Do you finish the average word search puzzle in no time at all? If so, then you’ll love "The World’s Largest Word Search Puzzle Book". It is indeed the largest word search puzzle book ever, packed with more than 1,000 puzzles. This huge word search puzzle collection is the perfect companion for word search fans like you who can’t get enough of this addicting word game. No matter what your ability level, "The World’s Largest Word Search Puzzle Book" is sure to help to improve your problem-solving skills. Plus, this giant volume will provide you with countless hours of fun! And don’t forget, this book also makes absolutely the best possible gift for the word search game fanatic in your life!
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**Customer Reviews**

My mom loved this book! She likes doing a word search or two every night, so this was the perfect gift for her. It will be a while before she gets through all the puzzles, but she’s not complaining!

BUYER BEWARE!!!! Puzzles have vulgar and inappropriate words including the 'f' word. I bought
this puzzle book for my elderly (devoutly Christian) mother-in-law. She ignored the first few vulgar/inappropriate words until puzzle #37 which contained the 'f' word. She apologized profusely because I spent my money on a puzzle book for her but she was too offended to continue working on the book. I reported this to with a request to either put a warning on the ad or quit selling the book but they haven’t done either. What if you bought this for your child(ren)?

The book is something I never seen before I love it

Lots of puzzles. Enjoy book very much

It is just ok I noticed a lot of the puzzles are really easy to do and that this book is definitely not meant for children as there are some inappropriate words but it is ok for my purposes of entertainment would have liked to see more challenging puzzles though

decent puzzle, but missing 449 puzzles, goes from puzzle # 402 to puzzle 851! no kidding, skips from page 204 to 428. not exactly the 1000 puzzles they claim! on the bright side the solutions for the missing puzzles ARE included! buyer beware

the words in the body of the puzzle are in lower case which needs the help of a magnifier

Just was I was looking for as a gift for my sister. She loves things like this!!!
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